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University of Wo lIon gong 
ummer 
Ceremonies for the presentation if Awards, December 1999 
Arms of the University 
The Principal elements incorporated in the Arms of the University are the blue of the 
sea, the gold of the sand and the red of the Illawarrajlame tree. The open book often 
used for educational institutions has also been included. 
The blazon is: 
'Azure a Book expanded Argent bound and clasped Or on a 
chief of the last three Cinquefoils pierced Gules'~ 
Advance Australia Fair 
Australians all let us rejoice, For we are young and free; 
We've golden soil and wealth for toil, Our home is girt by sea; 
Our land abounds in natures gift, sOfbeauty rich and rare; 
In historys page, let every stage, Advance Australia Fair. 
In joyful strains then let us sing, Advance Australia Fair. 
Gaudeamus Translation: 
Gaudeamus igitur Let us be joyful therefore 
Juvenus dum sumus; While we are young; 
Postjucundam juventutem, After youth that brings joy, 
Post molestam senectutem, After old age that brings grief, 
Nos habebit humus. The grave will take us. 
Vita nostra brevis est, Our life is short, 
Brevifinietur; Soon it will be finished; 
Venit mors velociter, Death comes quickly, 
Rapit nos atrociter, It snatches away violently, 
Nemini parcetur. It will spare nobody. 
Vivat Academia, ' ro-ng live the University, 
Vivant professores; Long live the professors, 
Vivat membrum quodHbet, Long live every member, 
Vivantmembra quaeHbet, Long live every part, 
Semper sint in jlore. May they ever jlourish. 
~he (?ere~oniej 
Monday 13 December 
Faculty of Arts 
Faculty of Law 
Monday 13 December 
Faculty of Commerce 
Tuesday 14 December 
Faculty of Engineering 
Faculty oflnformatics 
Tuesday 14 December 
Faculty of Commerce 
Thursday 16 December 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural sciences 
Thursday 16 December 
Faculty of Health & Behavioural sciences 
Faculty of Science 
Friday 17 December 
Faculty of Education 
Friday 17 December 
Faculty of Creative Arts 









The University of wollongong was founded in 1951 when the then New South wales University of 
Technology established a division at Wollongong. Ten years later the division became a College of the 
University of New South wales. In 1975 the University of Wollongongbecame an autonomous institution 
and in 1982 amalgamated with the adjoining Wollongong Institute of Education (which had been 
founded in 1961 as the Wollongong Teachers' College) . 
Original~ established as a provider of tertiary education for engineers and metallurgists required for 
the burgeoning steel industry, the University has developed into an international~ recognised teaching 
and research institution. It was recent~ named Australia's joint University of the Year for 1999-2000. 
The Good Universities Guides 'University of the Year' Award is the most prestigious in Australian 
higher education and acknowledges the University's outstanding research and developmentpartnerships. 
The University of Wollongong is one of the largest sites of information technology and 
telecommunications research in the Southern Hemisphere. Other areas of research expertise include 
superconductors, intelligent po~mers, steel processing and products, microwave technology,smartjoods, 
social and cultural change in the Asia pacific region, biomedical research, medical radiation physics 
and multimedia. 
On the teaching side, the University combines traditional academic values with innovative teaching 
and advanced technology. The modern campus, with its learning and support systems and high~ 
qualified stqjf, i?ffers a personalised study environmentjor all students, both domestic and international. 
The University's teaching programs are developed to meet the demands of the world market. It has a 
satellite campus in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates and cffers courses in Hong Kong, Singapore, 
Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Pakistan and the Maldives.At home, the University will open a permanent campus 
in the shoalhaven in 2000 together with access centres in Batemans Bay and Bega. 
The totalstudent enrolment now exceeds 13,000 with international enrolments representing more than 
70 countries. Since its foundation, the University has awarded over 40,000 degrees and diplomas. In 
1998 some 3,100 students graduated including 76 from the University's satellite campus at Dubai and 
21 from courses cffered in Hong Kong. Over 5,000 students are expected to graduate in 1999. 
AUSTRALIA'S 1999-2000 
UNIVERSITY OF THE YEAR 
Outstanding Research and 
Development Partnerships 
'Good Universities Guides' 
In the Medieval tradition, the mace is a symbol of the University 
and the chancellor's authority as its head, and is carried bifore the 
chancellor on formal occasions such as graduation ceremonies. It 
is carried on the right shoulder of the mace bearer. 
The University of Wollongong mace is constructed from stainless 
steel and the head is a stylised form of the Illawarra Flame Tree 
flower from the University's coat of arms. The exterior sutjace of 
the mace has a rough finish, symbolising the heavy industrial area 
ofWollongong, whilst the stamen oftheJlower'is smooth and high~ 
polished to indicate the University's position as a centrefor the city 
and the region. The mace also contains three timber inserts made 
from one of the three original Moreton Bay figtrees which were a 
feature of the campus and were estimated to be 500 years old. 
The mace was both designed and made by Gino Sanguineti, a local 
artist, and presented to the university in 1988. 
Jhe Ceremonlj 0/ graduation 
The University cifWollongong has offered university studies for nearly 50 years and is known 
for its energy and innovation infields rangingfrom creative arts to communications technology. 
since its foundation the University has awarded more than 40,000 degrees and diplomas. This 
University looks towards the 21st century bu~ in the customs and ceremony cif a graduation, it 
asserts its inheritance from the first Universities cif the 12th and 13th centuries. For nearly 900 
years, universities have educated and trained leaders cif society and produced ideas and 
instruments cif great social and scientific change. Ye~ they proudly retain medieval traditions 
that still visibly celebrate both the achievements cif the scholar and graduate and the Universities' 
long commitment to the searchfor knowledge. 
The academic titles and terms cif address, the music and, especially, the academic dress distinguish 
and colour a graduation ceremony. The gowns are modified versions cif medieval university 
dress: all masters and scholars were then members cif the clergy. This university has chosen blue 
gowns for all diplomas and for the Bachelor and Masters degrees. The hoods, originally a useful 
head cover, are lined with different coloured silks and trims to denote the type cif award -for 
example, the Bachelor cif Arts hood is lined with gold silk and the Commerce hood with emerald 
green. The degree graduates wear blue, tasselled trenchers or mortar boards which were introduced 
in 17th century oxford and cambridge. 
The dress for the doctoral degrees, for example Doctor cif philosophy (phD) and Doctor of 
Creative Arts (DCA), is distinguished by red facingon ·the blue gowns and black velvet Tudor 
Bonnets with coloured tassels. The higher doctorates cif Science, Letters and Laws have red gowns 
faced with blue and a Tudor Bonnet tasselled with silver, gold and purple respectively. 
The chancellor,gowned in black brocade trimmed with gold lace and braid, is the chief dignitary 
and leader cif the university community. The Chancellor presides over meetings of the governing 
bocfy, the University Council, and confers degrees and diplomas in Councils name. 
A graduation ceremony is in many ways an historical pageant but is, above all, a celebration cif 
individual achievement and the continuing role cif the university. 
Bachelor ::DeflreeJ: 
Faculty of Arts - Gold 
Faculty cif Commerce - Emerald Green 
Faculty cif Creative Arts - Olive Green 
Faculty cif Education - Cinnamon 
Faculty cif Engineering - Bright Red 
Faculty cif Health and Behavioural Sciences - Wine Red 
Faculty cif lriformatics - Pale Green 
Faculty cif Law - purple 
Faculty cif Science - Silver 
Honours Bachelor Degrees - As above with white border 
maJter ::DeflreeJ: 
Honours Masters Degrees - As above with red border 
Pass Master Degrees - Cream with golden brown border 
::Doctoral ::DeflreeJ: 
Doctor cifphilosophy, phD - Blue with red border 
Doctor cif Creative Arts, DCA - Blue with red border 
Doctor cif Education, EdD - Blue with red border 
Doctor of Public Health, D PH - Blue with red border 
Doctor cif Science, DSc - Red wit1l blue border 
Doctor cif Letters, DLitt - Red with blue border 
Doctor cif Laws, LLD - Red with blue border 
Other: 
Graduate Diplomas - Rose Pink 
Diploma/Associate Diploma - No lining, Yellow border 
Graduate Certificate - No lining, Tangerine border 
Mr Michael Codd .................................... chancellor 
Prifessor Gerard Sutton ........................... Vice-chancellor 
Prifessor Peter Robinson .......................... Deputy Vice-Chancellor 
Mr David Rome ...................................... Vice-Principal (Administration) 
Mr Jim Langridge ................................... Vice-Principal (International) 
Ms Gillian Luck ...................................... Academic Registrar 
Prifessor Anne Pauwels ............................ Dean, Faculty of Arts 
Assoc. Prifessor Robin Handley ................ Dean, Faculty of Law 
Prifessor Gill Palmer ................................ Dean, Faculty of Commerce 
Prifessor Brendon Parker ......................... Dean, Faculty of Engineering 
Prifessor Ah Chung noi .......................... Dean, Faculty of Itiformatics 
Prifessor Len Storlien ............................... Dean, Faculty of Health & Behavioral Sciences 
Prifessor Rob Norris ................................ Dean, Faculty of Science 
Prifessor John Patterson ........................... Dean, Faculty of Education 
Prifessor Sharon Bell ................................ Dean, Faculty of Creative Arts 
The Procession 
The Assemb~ is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall 
Processional MUsic 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur) 
National Anthem 
Welcome 
The Chancellor; Mr Michael H codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Presentation qf A wards 
candidates will be presented to the chancellor by the Dean cif the relevant Faculty. 
The congregation may applaud as the name of each candidate is announced. 
Musical Interlude 




The Chancellor will close the proceeding 
The Assemb~ is invited to stand as the Academic procession retires 
Recessional Fanfare 
Rifreshments will be served in the University Court after the Ceremony 
(catering by the Wollongong UniCentre) 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG AWARDS CEREMONY 
FACULTY OF ARTS I FACULTY OF lAW 
9:45am Monday, 13 December 1999 
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus 19itur) 
National Anthem 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Anne Pauwels, Dean of the Faculty of Arts and 
Associate Professor Robin Handley, Dean of the Faculty of Law. 
Musical Interlude 
"Allegro from Sonatina " by F. Moreno Torroba 0891-1982) performed by Scott Borg on guitar. (Scot! Borg is 
majoring in musical performance as part of his double degree in Creative Arts and Law). 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Associate Professor Robin Handley, LLB Warw, LLM ANU, newly 
appointed Dean of the Faculty of Law. Associate Professor Handley has just spent two years working as a Senior 
Member of the Administrative Appeals Tribunal in Sydney. His special interests are Administrative Law, Human 
Rights, and Client Interviewing Skills. He is the co-author of "Retreat from Injustice" and the "Cross-Cultural 
Communication and the Law" series of multi-media teaching kits. 
Vote of Thanks 
Mr Ashley Tsacalos, BCom/LLB, will speak on behalf of his fellow graduates . 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceeding 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires 
Recessional Fanfare 
The University Council today receives and recognises the students of the University, who have undertaken 
a full course of studies towards degrees, diplomas and certificates. The Chancellor will admit and present 
testamurs to all those who have fully qualified for their awards. All who are awaiting final confirmation 
will receive commemorative certificates and their official testamurs will be forwarded to them upon 
qualification. 
The Council and their fellow members of the University congratulate and offer their best wishes to the graduands and 
completing students on this special day. 
FACULTY OF ARTS 
Bachelor of Arts 





Maureen Evelyn Baxter 
Susan Gail Beasley 
Kadi Anne Biel 
Craig Raymond Blanchard 
Sally-Ann Block 
Jamie Lee Borg 
Matthew Frederick Bourne 
Michelle Lynda Bryant-Smith 
Sarah Helen Buchanan 
Anali Cabrera 
Nefise Cakar 
Jacqualynn Leslie Carlon 
Anita Castro 
Stella Marie Chambers 
Ying Loone Chan 
Suchen Chang 
Bianca Sonya Costa 
Maree Anne Dalla Valle 
Belinda Rose Davy 
Demetrakis Zannettos Demetriou 
Rodney Btyon William Denniss 
Caroline Dixon 
Emma Jane Dmetreson 
Keiryn Melissa Dodd 
Jo-Elle Marie Doran 
Jeffrey Dowson 
Peta Gaye Evans-Bradley 
Virginia Falk 
Rebecca Evelyn Fenton 
Victoria Ann Figliuzzi 
Sarah Caroline Gadd 
Robyn Lyn Graham 
Eloise Nicole Hams 
Michael Frederick Heard 
Kathleen Mary Therese Hennessy 
Maria Teresa Henriques 




Renee Erica Hoare 
Tracey Ann Howarth 
Nien Tzu Huang 
Nicole Rachele Humpel 
Judith Ann Illes 
Yoko Ise 
Wakako Ishikawa 







Elizabeth Anne Kinnane 
Jittima Krason 
Ian William Lawton 
Chye Chye Kevin Lee 
Ka Ming Ausilia Lee 
Ella Louise Leimbach 
Owen Martin Lesslie 




Kirsty Ann Ling 
Amy Lloyd 
Amy Maree Lucas 
Karen Luccarda 
Rebecca Kate Lyon 
Hsiao Wen Ma 
Seumas Jeltzz Clayton Macdonald 
Brett Andrew Maguire 
Therese Maty Malady 
Judy Anne Markham 
Miyako Matsui 
Esther-Tina McGrath 
Richard Matthew McKeough 
Louisa May McMahon 
Allison Lindsey Millard 
Katherine Louise Milroy 
Jennifer Anne Mitchell 
Ian Garth Munn 
Wayne Allan Murrill 




Fiona Caroline O'Driscoll 
Lana Renee Os borne 
Narihiro Otani 
Sean George Phelan 
James Addison Phillips 
Andrew Phipps 
Wing Yin Gladys Poon 
Sop hie Jocelyn Potter 
Daniel Pyle 
Isabelle Jane Quartly 
James Norman Ramsay 
Sally Anne Robey 
Rebecca Kate Ross 
Amy Louise Rossiter 
Chae Mun Ryu 
Siegfried Rolf Schubinski 
Georgia Ruth Shotton 
Moira Jean Shotton 
Timothy Richard Stephenson 
Rebecca Louise Strang 
Rihana Sultan 
Belinda Terkalas 
Melanie Grace Macaela Tilbrook 
Steven Tuntev 
Maung Maung U 
Mariela Villar 
Kristy Jane West 
Dawn Margaret Whitby 
Emma Williams 
Mark Victor Wilmot 
Jacqueline Nicole Winwood-Smith 
Selina Ann Maria Wisdom 
Ronald Daniel Woerz 




Simon Aldo Zulian 
John Mark Zurak 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Commerce 
Johnele Karen Blackledge 
Katherine Elizabeth Kulakoff 
Ruth Brigid Mahon 
Simone Lesley Seiler 
Jane Amanda Watters 
Bachelor of Arts (Honours) 
John Tristram Baumber (Class n, Divison 1) 
Vivienne Caldwell (Class 1) 
Maureen Clark (Class 1) 
Lyndal Rae Groom (Class 1) 
Kerrie Louise Moynihan (Class n, Division 1) 
Pushpalata Narayanan (Class n, Division 1) 
Musical Interlude 
Graduate Diploma in Arts 
Keristi Anne Duffy 
Sam Wilfred Hewson 
Leah Tinning 
Master of Arts 
Seth Appiah-Mensah 
Alain Boyer 
Jane Susan Guy 
Peeraphol Jotikasthira 
Michael Joseph Noonan 
Roslyn Heather Richardson 
Susanna Grazia Rizzo 
Silvester Albert Tumbol 
Master of Policy 
Fidelis Okechukwu Egbufor 
Kerry Rae Hunt 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Centre in Asian-Pacific Social 
Transformation Studies 
Leslie John X.Terry 
Thesis Title: " 'Images in the Looking Glass': 
Self Ethnicity and Multiculturalism in 
Contemporary Australia." 
English Studies Program 
Lori Karen Lebow 
Thesis Title "Autobiographic Self-Construction 
in the Letters of Emily Dickinson." 
FACULTY OF LAW 
Bachelor of Laws 
Leigh Kristie Barnaba 
Robert John Chatfield 
Rosemary Galic 
Ismail Hasan 
Mitchael Glenn SchincagJia 
Alison Maree White 
Colleen Ainsley Worthy-Jennings 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Laws 
Gregory Keith Anderson 
Alexander Bentancor 
Ann Catherine Butler 
Michelle Dowdell 
Jillian Clare Walshe 
Bachelor of Commerce, 
Bachelor of Laws 
Haralabos Abelas 
Habib George Harb 
Nathan Frederick Heard 
Eden Djeng Hui Law 
James David Soothill 
Bachelor of Creative Arts, 
Bachelor of Laws 
Ashley James Fife 
Bachelor of Science, 
Bachelor of Laws 
Danielle Lindsay Carr 
Shaun David Pounder 
Bachelor of Science, 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Benjamin David Fuller (Class II, Division I) 
Melanie Kathleen Jones (Class II, Division I) 
Ronald Kenneth Serje (Class I) 
Lynda Robyn Young (Class II, Division II) 
Bachelor of Arts (Honours), 
Bachelor of Laws 
Mark Bergamo (Class II, Division I) 
Bachelor of Arts (Honours), 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Lyndel Jane Hayes (Class I & Class II, Division 11)) 
Bachelor of Arts, 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Andrew Noel Kane-Maguire (Class II, Division I) 
Rachel Rita McLean (Class II, Division 11) 
Alexandra Eve Richmond (Class II, Division I) 
Angela Louise Taylor (Class 11, Division I) 
Bachelor of Commerce (Honours), 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Joshuah Vaughan Williams 
Bachelor of Commerce with Merit, 
Bachelor of Laws (Honours) 
Kane James Barnett (Class II, Division I) 
Mark Henry Johnston (Class II, Division I) 
Peter Seamus Dowdall (Class II, Division I) 
Justin Hee-Loong Jiang (Class 11, Division I) 
Nicholas David Parkin (Class 11, Division II) 
Chistopher Gregory Sheppard (Class 11, Division 11) 
Julee Summer (Class II, Division I) 
Ashley Argyris Tscacalos (Class I) 
Graduate Diploma in Legal Practice 
Angeline Antony 
Jessica Anne Baird 
Neil James Blount 
Stephen Bullivant 
Helen Claire Isabell Dalley 
Kimberley Louise Donaldson 
Katherine Mary Driscoll 
Michelle Louise Duncan 
Louise Edmondson 
Gilbert Chi Hang Ho 
Vanessa lane Hodge 
Gordon Ross Jervis 
Mark Henry Johnston 
Andrew David Justice 
Matthew Gregory King 
Paul Charles Lloyd 
Bronwyn Magdulski 
Richard Matthew Mansley 
Annette Suzanna McCready 
Nadine Frances Mcnulty 
Marc Bevis Mowbray-D'Arbela 
Marnie Elizabeth Prater 
Mitchael Glenn Schincaglia 
Catherine Louise Seaberg 
Kenneth Cheng Guan Teoh 
Evin Ling Ling Ting 
Richard Joseph Tregeagle 
Karen Michelle Tyshkovsky 
Aaron Scott Up croft 
Salli Willings 
Graduate Diploma in Natural 
Resources Law 
Glenn Maxwell Conroy 
Adam Stephen Markham 
Michael John Milligan 
Master of Laws 
Tri Wahyudiyati 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the 
program, but who are unable to be 
present at the ceremony, will be admitted 
to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG AWARDS CEREMONY 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
2:30pm Monday, 13 December 1999 
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur) 
National Anthem 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Gill Palmer, 
Dean of the Faculty of Commerce. 
Musical Interlude 
"Allegro from Sonatina" by F Moreno Torroba (1891-1982) performed by Scott Borg on guitar. 
(Scott Borg is majoring in musical performance as part of his double degree in Creative Arts 
and Law) 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Ms Robin Buckham. the General Manager of 
UniAdvice at the University of Wollongong. Ms Buckham came to the University from 
Tubemakers where for ten years she managed the Oil and Gas Pipe plant. Prior to that, she 
was with IBM, and her first career was as an English/History teacher. 
Vote of Thanks 
Mr Paul Gray, BCom, will speak on behalf of his fellow graduates. 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceeding. 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Fanfare 
The University Council today receives and recognises the students of the University, who have undertaken a 
full course of studies towards degrees, diplomas and certificates. The Chancellor will admit and present 
testamurs to all those who have fully qualified for their awards. All who are awaiting final confirmation will 
receive commemorative certificates and their official testamurs will be forwarded to them upon qualification. 
The Council and their fellow members of the University congratulate and offer their best wishes to the graduands and 
completing students on this special day. 
FACULlY OF COMMERCE 
Diploma in Computer Applications 
Richard Labriola 
Phillip Rogan 
Bachelor of Commerce 






l ames Barber 
Adam Marc Barry 
Ronald Thomas Bates 
Nisham Bin Wijee 
Malena Bojcevski 
Paul Craig Bottele 
Graham David Bowrey 
Scott Graeme Bradburn 
Michael Anthony Brennan 
Antonia Patricia May Brown 
Sandra Lorraine Brown 
Fabian Bussoletti 
Shane Kenneth Campbell 
Chun Wai Jenny Chan 
Chung Ming Chan 
]ethro Chan 
Kam Pong Leo Chan 
Kwok Keung ]ackson Chan 
Yim Ha Chan 
Ling Fang Chang 
Samantha Margaret Charlton 
Ta-Cheng Chiu 
Kit Wah Choi 
Mei Foong Chong 
King Pui Kenneth Chung 
Malgorzata Cieslak 
Kim Catherine Coates 
Christopher lames Collins 
Brett Anthony Cooper 
Lee-Anne Copley 
Francis Patrick Daly 




Dino Di Donato 
Kate Elizabeth Di Leo 
Lido Di Panfilo 
]ulie Ann Dimech 
Peter David Dunworth 
John Bartholomew Elasi 
David Gareth Evans 
Catherine Mary Faulkner 
Benjamin ]osef Fock 
Hiu Ming Fong 
Kieran Paul Franklin 
Simon Thomas Fraser 
]ennifer Ann Freer 
Rodney Colin Fripp 
]ason Karl Furtner 
Anthony Gabriel 
Shawn Terence Gammel 
Paul Alexander Gray 
Michael Gromek 
Anita Rianidevy Gunawan 




Gina Louise Hampel 
Francene Louise Hanley 
Faeiz Hasan Abrar 
Gavan Hassett 
Astrid Elizabeth Hekking 
John Gregory Hesse 
Lin Ling Hew 
Thanh Ich Hinh 
]uliana Hj Md Yusop 





Wai Shing Hui 
Yun Shiu Huy 
Carolyn Joy Irvine 
Andrew l ames Jordan 
Zoe Maria Kazepidis 
Oulavanh Keovilignavong 
Pek Cheng Edna Khoo 
Budianto Khouw 
Regina Valeria Khouw 
Anne Kilada 
Karina Maree King 
Paul Michael King 
Elizabeth Ellen Kirkman 
Pak Wai Daniel Kong 
Lachmi Kanta Korhonen 
Erni Kosasih 
Chi Pun Kwan 
Bachelor of Commerce with merit 
Nabin Adhikari 
Daniel lames Abela 
Tracey Lee Alliband 
Emma Anderson 
Sean Robert Atkinson 
Andrew]ames Beattie 
Samuel Ian Carroll 
Wing Yan Chan 
Hon Yip Chung 
Sara Ann Connery 
Corinne Lesley Cortese 
Paul ]ustin Cotter 
]amie Denis Coughlan 
]ustin Spence Crosby 
David Cuda 
Andrew Peter Samuel Eisenhauer 
Belinda Ferry 
David Jose Garcia 
Marion Linda Gregorace 
Karl Michael Guilfoyle 
Derek Anthony Hamer 
Amanda lane Herring 
Bronwyn Margaret Hobbs 
Robert ]oseph Hutchinson 
Amy Rebecca ]enkin 
Chayan ]ieratum 
Kate Michelle Klumper 
Chang]in Ko 
Andrew Kingsley Kolts 
Musical Interlude 
Graduate Certificate in Marketing 
Victor Enrique Ochoa Lugo 
Graduate Diploma in Commerce 





David Gregory Smith 
Aldo ]ulius Subrata 
Colin Tallis 
Kellie Charisse Tolhurst 
Lachlan lames Walker 
Master of Banking 
Ming Lok Chan 
Thu Hong Tran 
Master of Commerce 
Grace Adeline 




Licelott ]ohanna Brea Lamboglia 
Juan Pablo Enrique Carvajal 
Paul Anthony Chad 
Tzung Liang Chen 
Juan Dai 
]ennifer Paola de los Santos Peguers 
Xiao ]un Deng 
Tracey]oy Dickson 
Sjahruddin Djamaluddin 
Sharon Anowska Dominguez Fabian 




William Wilhelm Huckel 
Ni Tua Indra 
Thomas Althur Irvine 
Durdica ]ulie lvaneza 
Pichai ]unsangsri 
Achmad Syarif Kadirranreng 
Pradit Kanokpantarakon 
Sunggwan Kim 
Chen Nie Koh 
Wasayamon Konkaew 
Yasmin Melani Latief 
Teerayoot Lerdwattanaruk 
Benhard Fernandus Manalu 
Dery Mandrawa 
Toloa Kaiasi Mataele 
Diego Alberto Medina 
Natalia 
Gary Raymond Orton 
Benjamin David Padfield 
]uli Anne Poole 
Sumeth Ratanasrikul 
Lachlan Geoffrey Rofe 
lain Christopher Rolfe 
Muhammad Qasim Shah Shah 
Wimolrat Sienglai 
Andrew Damien Silver 
Sianne Sugiharto 
Piyawadee Techawanich 
Leonardo Luigi Tortorici 
Kornkanok Tunti-Ukos 
George Votava 
Hai Dinh Vu 
Debrina Widianti 
KeRong Yao 
]e Ho Yu 
Wei Qin Yuan 




Mokhles K Sidden 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Department of Accounting and Finance 
Anne Abraham 
Theisis Title: "The Development of Financial 
Management Practices as a Necessary Rationalisation f 
or the Support of Mission In 
An Australian Nonprofit Organisation" 
Hemant Narayan Deo 
Thesis Title: 
"A Foucauldian Analysis of Development 
Banking Lending Practices: 
A Case Study of FPI Development Bank (PDP) 1967-1997" 
Soheila Mirshekary 
Thesis Title: "An Empirical Investigation of the 
Quality of Disclosure in Corporate Financial Reports 
in Developing Countries: The Case of Iran" 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the 
program, but who are unable to be 
present at the ceremony, will be 
admitted to the awards for which 
they have qualified. 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG AWARDS CEREMONY 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING / FACULTY OF INFORMATICS 
9:45am Tuesday, 14 December 1999 
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur) 
National Anthem 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Brendon Parker, Dean of the Faculty of Engineering 
and Professor Ah Chung Tsoi, Dean of the Faculty of Informatics . 
Musical Interlude 
"On the Sunny Side of the Street" performed by the Hip Replacements, a Jazz Band from the Shoalhaven, 
celebrating the forthcoming opening of the University'S Shoalhaven Campus in March 2000. Players: Ross 
Kalenderidis (guitar), Les Birkin (rhythm guitar), Graeme Jones (trumpet), Billy Candor (saxaphone, clarinet), 
Kevin Loader (drums) and Ray Cleary (Double Bass). 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Professor Coos Brink, Pro Vice-Chancellor, Research, of the 
University. Professor Brink was formerly Professor of Mathematics and Head of the Department of 
Mathematics and Applied Mathematics at the University of Cape Town. 
Vote of Thanks 
Mr Mark Swinnerton, BE CHons), will speak on behalf of his fellow graduates . 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceeding 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires 
Recessional Fanfare 
The University Council today receives and recognises the students of the University, who have 
undertaken a full course of studies towards degrees, diplomas and certificates. The Chancellor will 
admit and present testamurs to all those who have fully qualified for their awards. All who are awaiting 
tlnal cont1nnation will receive commemorative certificates and their official testamurs will be 
forwarded to them upon qualification. 
The Council and their fellow members of the University congratulate and offer their best wishes to the graduands and completing 
students on this special day. 
FACULTY OF ENGINEERING 
Bachelor of Engineering 
Department of Civil, Mining & 
Environmental Engineering 
Markos Abelas 
Nathan John Carson 
Damian Matthew Dawson 
Melanie Jane Eakin 
Linda Gai Garlick 
Andrew Eden Heaven 
Blyn Gareth McDonagh 
Zayad Mechreki 
Alistair Hordern Michaelis 
Peter George Parathyras 
Tancredi Passuello 
Department of Materials Engineering 
Han-Yeu Ling 
Steven Kevin Porter 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Thinnakone Boutsaba 
Daniele Lucchini 
Paul James Matusch 
Rhys William Oven den 
Christopher James Patmore 
Bachelor of Arts/Bachelor of Engineering 
Department of Civil, Mining & Environmental Engineering 
Julian Fyfe 
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) 
Department of Civil, Mining & Environmental Engineering 
Andrew Basil Ackerman (Class n, Division 2) 
J acinta Louise Dalgliesh (Class n, Division 1) 
Andrew James Easdale (Class n, Division 2) 
Adam Glenn Fearnley (Class Ill) 
StephenJohn Flynn (Class n, Division 2) 
Cameron Andrew Hay (Class n, Division 2) 
Matthew Paul Irwin (Class Ill) 
David Alexander Lange 
Francis Potape Mulungu 
Ryan Steven Neill 
lain Andrew Schweitzer 
Benjamin James Smith 
Roben Mckay Williamson 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class Ill) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class n, Division 2) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class n, Division 2) 
Department of Materials Engineering 
Tanya Jayne Collison (Class I) 
Elissa Joy Dymke (Class I) 
David Jeffrey Heal (Class Ill) 
CIa ire Louise Hector 
Stacey McIntosh 
Grant David Pattinson 
Mark Leslie Swinnel ton 
Brett Anthony Tan'ant 
Peter John Woodhouse 
Jeromy Michael Young 
(Class I) 
(Class n, Division 2) 





Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Duncan Jack Donald Baxter (Class n, Division 1) 
Benjamin George Bomford (Class n, Division 1) 
Frank Enzo Cerone (Class n, Division 2) 
David Andrew Ciura (Class n, Division 2) 
Wesley Croft (Class n, Division 1) 
Adam Leslie Edmonds (Class I) 
Stuart Gordon Ewin 
Peter John Ewing 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
Craig Russell Findlay 
Danyl Gregory Halpin 
Benjamin John Hazelton 
Kieron James 
David Alan Litchfield 
Brett Anthony Longhurst 
Benjamin John Margetts 
Dragan Marijan 
Alex Milevski 
Raymond Andrew Nardi 
Brett Michael Pen'in 
Mirela Marija Ribicic 




Stephen Van Duin 
Rodney Scott Visman 
(Class n, Division 2) 
(Class Ill) 





(Class 11, Division 2) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class n, Division 2) 
(Class I) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class Ill) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) 
Danyl Wilton Scott (Class n, Division 1) 
Master of Engineering Practice 
Department of Civil, Mining & 
Environmental Engineering 
Leonard Setiawan 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Alexander John Gray Beck 
John Charles Cave 
Paul Simon Hawker 
Warwick lan Jackson 
Malcolm David Logan 
Amitkumar Talati 
Yiu Wah Tsang 
Honours Master of Engineering 
Department of Civil, Mining & 
Environmental Engineering 
Tsu Te Sung 
Department of Materials Engineering 
Krishna Kamal Uprery 
Jia Zhao Wang 
Ling Feng Zhou 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Department of Engineering Physics 
George Julien Takacs 
Thesis Title: "Spectroscopy of the Effects of Strains 
and Magnetic Fields on Shallow Acceptor Levels in Germanium" 
Department of Mechanical Engineering 
Richard Alben Dwight 
Thesis Title: "Frameworks for Measuring the Performance 
of the Maintenance System in Capital Intensive Organisations" 
Alexander Hausner 
Thesis Title: "Business Success and ABEF 
Evaluation Results on the Nexus between 
Manufacturing Results and Frameworks for Business" 
Shaowei Wang 
Thesis Title: "Real-Time Intelligent Control for Rolling Mills" 
Musical Interlude 
FACULTY OF INFORMATICS 
Bachelor of Computer Science 
Marcel Abah 
Robert Michael Appleby 
Jelita Asian 
Brett Patrick Baldwin 
Geoffrey David Bennett 
David Thomas Birch 
Kai Kwan Chau 
Zhanghua Chen 
Daniel ChI istos 
Adrian J ames Collins 
Anton Djatmiko 
Simon Doherry 
Chi Wai Chris Fan 
Havea Hikule'o Fonua 
Keith Allan Gentle 
Michael Philip Hancox 
Kate Elizabeth Healy 
Richard Rais Hoosen 
Adam Wayne Humphris 
Garry Ip 
Daniel Benjamin Isaacs 
Daniel Bruce Ismay 
Jori Armas Jaatinen 
Jeehad Jebeile 
Sean Paul Jenkin 
Michael Joseph Jenkins 
Suzanne Louise Kennedy 
Niko Kunelas 




Houman Seyed Mazaheri 
Scott McCulloch 
Matthew Neill 
Wai Yung Ngai 
Pinrada Pakkamanung 
Chul Park 
Jonothan Paul Pascoe 
Tran Vu Pham 
Melinda Ann Plumb 
Timothy William Schipp 
Kris Steven Shannon 
David Jeremy Smith 
Rafal Marcin Stolzman 
Suwanda Suwanda 
Mario Jose Teixeira 
Bach Tri Thach 
David John Webster 
Stafford John Williams 
Richard Wayne Wills on 
Kay Siew Lan Wong 
Bachelor of Engineering 
Computer Engineering 
Christopher James Achis 
Vikram Asthana 
Robert Emile Barsoom 
Paul James Guerin 
Colin James Horsington 
Dale Andrew Jenkins 
Jamshid Karimi 
Apostolos Hrisovalan Lazos 
Scott William Oehm 
Hisham Sultan 
Electrical Engineering 
Timothy David Brand 
Brett Anthony Cleaves 
Radu Herta 
Nguyen La 
Wing Yan Lo 
Andrew Peter Myers 
Keith Thomas Robertson 
Samad Selamat 
Telecommunications Engineering 
Thomas Philip Kanianthara 
Vlade Nestorovski 
Somchai Soisena 
Bachelor of Information and 
Communication Technology 
Rinaz Ali 
Arianne Helene Belcourt 
John Bertakis 
Chun Ho Chan 
Dale Thomas Harrison 
Shane Hockings 
Matthew Roben Hutchinson 
Nigel Edward Maddock 
Krisry McKechnie 
Christopher George Meissner 
Pick Kee Ngoi 
David Plice 
Justin Paul Smith 
Benny Yu-Chuan Wu 
Bachelor of Information Technology and Communication 
Vicki Tzonzis 
Vladimir Yastreboff 
Bachelor of Mathematics 
Nicole Louise Armstrong 
Adam William Cassar 
Wen Hao Lai 
Amy Lloyd 
Russell Matthew Noble 
Bachelor of Mathematics and Finance 
Veronika Henkel 
Nektarious Kritikos 
Parmen Rohit Prasad 
Bachelor of Technology 
Bozo Puljic 
Nenad Tripkovic 
Bachelor of Mathematics/ 
Bachelor of Computer Science 
Dong Vu To 
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) 
Computer Engineering 
Mehran Abolhasan 
Lam Hoang Cao 
Anthony George Hale 
Tobias Alexander Hawkel 
Jarrod John Howarth 
Adam Michael Jaques 
David Ruthven Kalinin 
Kim Nguyen Luu 
Manin FI'aser Madden 
Simon Peter Mills 
Jason William Rodgers 
Sudhir Singh 
Chris John Tsigros 
(Class n, Division 2) 









(Class 11, Division 2) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
Electrical Engineering 
Amhony Paul BaelWinkel 
Andrew Stephen Brown 
Kencho Dorji 
Tshering Cigay Dorji 
GregolY James Finlayson 
Christopher Robin Gwynne 
Michael]ohn Illes 
Jane Elizabeth Lloyd 
Mohammed Samin Raad 
Aaron Daniel Robards 
Scott William Spencer 




(Class 11 , Division 2) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 2) 
(Class 11, Division 2) 
(Class I) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
Telecommunications Engineering 
Chi-Fung Fred Chellng (Class n, Division 2) 
Roger Phillip Kable (Class n, Division 2) 
Yanejohnny Mitrevski (Class 11 , Division 1) 
Yi MinXie (Class 11 , Division 2) 
Bachelor of Information and Communication Technology (Honours) 
Brendan Graeme Bailey (Class I) 
Gordon Hemy Crease (Class I) 
Luke Adam Creswick (Class I) 
Holly Jrene Dewar 
Paul Massimo Di Matteo 
Tonya Ellen Fletcher 
Daniel Anthony Giorgianni 
Robert Herceg 
Bryan Richard Lattin 
Jan Charles MacKenzie 
Peta Louise Manning 
Scort Roland McGuire 
Luke Jan McLean 
Hieu Trong Tran 
Hang Tuyet Tu 
(Class II, Division 1) 
(Class II, Division 2) 
(Class II, Division 1) 
(Class 1/, Division 2) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
(Class I) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
(Class n, Division 1) 
Bachelor of Information Technology and Communication (Honours) 
Paul Mark Patynowski (Class n, Division1) 
Bachelor of Mathematics & Finance (Honours) 
Melissa Louise Baxter (Class 11, Division 1) 
Oliver Gartzke (Class 11, Division 1) 
Sarah j ane Petre (Class I) 
Katherine Maree Walmsley (Class I) 
Bachelor of Mathematics (Honours) 
Adam Ronald Piggott (Class I) 
Kiren Ann Williams (Class I) 
Bachelor of Mathematics and Economics (Honours) 
Minh Le Hinh (Class n, Division 1) 
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Bachelor of Science 
Matthew Josh (Class n. Division 1) 
Benjamin Craig Lough (Class I) 
Bachelor of Mathematics/ Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours) 
Samuel Thomas Conyngham (Class I) 
Graduate Certificate in Information and Communication Technology 
Muhammad Asim 
Michael Andrew James Donald 
Ying Liu 
Kogilesh Nadarajah 
Graduate Diploma in Science 
Michelle Annette Aitkin 
Roman Gerlach 
Priyadarshan Anam Manohar 
Michael WalWick McEwan 
Emma Liou Roberts 
YuBang Zheng 
Graduate Diploma in Statistics 
Alison Rachel Kiesel 
Claire Melanie Anita Warren-Smith 





Su Kit Tang 
Urvi Vyas 
Hengki Widjaja 
Master of Engineering Studies 
School of Electrical, Computer and 
Telecommunications Engineering 




Vinod Cherian joseph 
Master ofInformation and 
Communication Technology 
Paul Francis Thomas Burgess 
Eka vir Chutjaraskul 
Mark Fowler 






Brian Kevin Manahan 
Nilesh Patel 
Sareeya Phetcheadchin 






Sze Kai Tsang 
Sumipong Umpaivit 
Master of Statistics 
Carole Louise Birrell 
Honours Master of Science 
Takeyuki Uehara 
Doctor of Philosophy 
School of Information Technology 
and Communication 
Seyed Mohsen Sedighi 
Thesis Title: "Optimisation of Query Processing in 
Heterogeneous Distributed Multi-database Systems" 
School of Mathematics and Applied Statistics 
Donald John Best 
Thesis Title: "Tests of Fit and other Non-Parametric 
Data Analysis" 
Craig Harold McLaren 
Thesis Title: "Designing Rotation Patterns and 
Filters for Trend Estimation in Repeated Surveys" 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the program, 
but who are unable to be present at the ceremony, 
will be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG AWARDS CEREMONY 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
2:30pm Tuesday, 14 December 1999 
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur) 
National Anthem 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Gill Palmer, 
Dean of the Faculty of Commerce. 
Musical Interlude 
"Take the A Train" performed by the Hip Replacements, a Jazz Band from the Shoalhaven, celebrating 
the forthcoming opening of the University's Shoalhaven Campus in March 2000. Players: Ross 
Kalenderidis (guitar), Les Birkin (rhythm guitar), Graeme Jones (trumpet), Billy Candor (saxaphone, 
clarinet), Kevin Loader (drums) and Ray Cleary (Double Bass). 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Mr Peter Robertson, Fellow of the University and Vice-
President Operations Planning, Coated Products Division, BHP Steel, managing BHP's global sales and 
operations plan. 
Vote of Thanks 
Ms Yasmine Wafa (BCom) will speak on behalf of the graduates. 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceeding. 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional FanJare 
The University Council today receives and recognises the students of the University, who have 
undertaken a full course of studies towards degrees, diplomas and certificates. The Chancellor 
will admit and present testamurs to all those who have fully qualified for their awards. All 
who are awaiting t1nal conf'trmation will receive commemorative certificates and their official 
testamurs will be forwarded to them upon qualification. 
The Council and their fellow members of the University congratulate and offer their best wishes to the graduands 
and completing students on this special day. 
FACULTY OF COMMERCE 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Mala Mahesh 
Kumar B Mulani 
Bachelor of Commerce 
Jacqueline Law 
Sai Chung Law 
Kwok Keung Leung 
Yee Ying Leung 
Yu Him Leung 
Yuen Yee Leung 
Kuei-Hui Liang 
Sila Liengprapaipun 
Joe Jin Hui Lim 
Ching-Chin Lin 
Chak Sum Ling 
Kathryn Adell Livingstone 
Mario Loncar 
Benjamin James Lymbery 
Anthony James Lynch 
Paul John Mahe 
Jason Stephen Martin 
Maria Masi 
Mick Matijevic 
Petar Anto Mijatovic 
Scott Ronald Miller 
Matthew Vince Mirarchi 
Xiao Min Mo 
Regina Moore 
Gregory Joseph Moses 
Nicole Anne Moussalli 
Emran Muqhriz Muhammad 
Kylie Louise Newton 
Pui Wah Edith Ng 
Andrew Nguyen 
Benjamin Robert Nissen 
Luke Joseph Oborn 
Alana Joy O'Brien 
Matthew Olaes 
Mark John Ostermeyer 
Danielle Jane Owens 
Benjamin David Padfield ' 
David Alfred Pall one 
David Thomas Pearce 
Ann-Marie Peters en 
Elizabeth Petrovski 
Thao Thi Pham 
Souvannahnali Phinitpapha 
Carmel Pirrello 
Tracy Lee Prior 
Aleksandra Pupovac 
Alison Nerine Ray 
Neville Arthur Richardson 
John Stanley Ringwood 
Ahn Elizabeth Rutty 
Zuraini Said 
Gerard Bruno Sal era 
Renee Shinn 
Te'res Se-Hui Sia 
Hoi Man Cherise Sin 
Jessica Ruth Sinfield 
Katarzyna Sliwa 
Martyn Paul Smith 
Richard Stanizzo 
David John Stevens 
Milco Stojanoski 
Michael James Stone 
Elizabeth Alison Storey 
lng lng Kathleen Tan 
Wee Ching Tan 
Vui Young Tan 
Kwok Chu Tang 
Jessica Louise Targett 
Danny Thompson 
Matthew Haydn Thorncraft 
Hoi Pan To 
Le Phong Tran 
Po Chee Dairen Tsang 
Wing Sze Tsui 
Travis Scott Tyler 
Francisco Javier Valenzuela 
Paul Andrew Veerhuis 
Marita Vergan 
Lan Thi Vu 
Masakazu Watabe 
Ka Yee Wong 
Ying Kit Wong 
Shylie Anne Woods 
Michael James Wynn 
Lai Na Yam 
James Yip 
Chi Chiu Edwin Yu 
Hoi Por Albert Yuen 
Angie Zizic 
Bachelor of Commerce with merit 
Wai Leuk Lai 
Graham Lancaster 
Shan Shan Lay 
Vanessa Kate Lavender 
Yun-Pei Lee 
Ka Yee Li 
Po Chuan Patrick Lin 
Suk Yee Liu 
Timothy Lloyd 
Chantal Cherie Mark 
Maria Matic 
Juliana Chandra Mattualy 
Olivera Milevska 
Fhuzana Mohd Fadzilah 
Felicity Anne Morris 
Diana Naumoska 
Glenn Geoffrey Ollerton 
Kathryn Jean O'Mara 
Jacqueline Anne Osborne 
Renata Pavelic 
19nazio Pollari 
Trent Daniel Sebbens 
Annette Julie Senior 
Mariana Dewi Setiadi 
Aaron John Shelley 
Ji Lei Shen 
Matthew Warwick Shirlaw 
Sheldon Zanis Smiltnieks 
Rachael Lee Smith 
Viengmano Sounixay 
lrena Teresa Suski 
Ming Hui Tan 
Thanh Duc Tu Tran 
Chiho Ueda 
Yasmine B H Wafa 
Scatt Walker 
Vanessa Ward 
Scott James Whiley 
Jonathan David Wilkinson 
Peter Blandford Williams 
Hau Shan Wong 
Wing Yin Wong 
Gavin Gregory Woodcroft 
Paul Charles Wyllie 
Patrick Yin Fui Yee 
Juan Yu 
Yuet Sha Yu 
Musical Interlude 
Graduate Certificate in Business 
Administration 
Amarnath Malur Krishnamurthy 
Graduate Certificate in Management 
Stephen Richard Bensley 
Terry Malcolm Campbell 
Philip Day 
Jan Dowell 
Wayne John Druery 
Peter Duclos 
Colin James Dyson 
Brian William Emms 
Phillip Alexander Joyce 
Lindy Louise Hazel Manojlovic 
Kenneth Owen Medway 
Mennilli 
James Bruce Merchant 
Colin Roddan 
Derek Schagen 
Paul Bernard Scott 
Garth Step hen Smith 
Mark Francis Sweeney 
Kevin Timbrell 
Graduate Certificate in Total 
Quality Management 
Vincent William Scahill 
Graduate Diploma in Business 
Administration 
Chi Ching Cheng 
Mukhtiar Singh Nanuan 
Ali Shahi 
Pravir Singh 
Master of Business Administration 
Manish Santosh Agrawal 
Vallapa Akaravanich 
Pamela Mary Anderson 
Mohammad Jamal Bajwa 
Jagoda Basic 
Troy Robert Blair 
Warren George Bobin 
Bivas Chakraborty 




Kelly Kelegai Matoli 
Debra Kim Murphy 
Tien Shin Ong 
Lyn Read 
Syed lqbal Mahmood Rizvi 
Artarini Savitri 
Hok Man Alex Tai 
Min Chao Wu 
Xueyan Zhao 
Master of Business Administration 
with Merit 
Arlyana Abubakar 
Jeffrey John Bendeich 





Antonio Domenic Iacurto 
Mohamed Salim Khatri 
Kathryn Mary Morton 
Beng Yiem Tham 
Brett Peter Thompson 
Leslie William Wales 





Xin Xin Chen 













Martha Silviani Masoen 
Andres Mauricio Miranda 
AlbeIt Murdiono 
Sebastien Nicolas 
]ustin Paul Rumm 
]oompon Santichotirat 
Masaaki -Sa saki 













Master of Logistics and Operations Management 
Katherina Howard Valderrama 
Master of QUality Management 
Rauka Eric Ani 
Sundjianto Eddy 
Vijay Kumar 
Fellow of the University 
Professor Gerard Sutton, Vice-Chancellor of the 
University, will present as a Fellow of the University: 
Peter Wayne Robertson 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the program, 
ut who are unable to be present at the ceremony, 
will be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG AWARDS CEREMONY 
FACULTY OF HEALTH & BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
2:30pm Thursday, 16 December 1999 
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur) 
National Anthem 
Royal Mahachai Melody 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Len Storlien, Dean of the Faculty of Health 
& Behavioural Sciences and Professor Rob Norris, Dean of the Faculty of Science. 
Musical Interlude 
Danse de la Chevre by Arthur Honneger (1892-1955) performed by Amber El/iot onflute. 
(Amber El/iot is majoring in music performance as part of a degree in Creative Arts). 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Professor Dr Her Royal Highness, Princess Chulabhorn 
Mahidol, Scientist and President of the Chulabhorn Research Institute, Thailand. 
Vote of Thanks 
The Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Professor Peter Robinson will give the Vote of Thanks to Her Royal 
Highness, Princess Chulabhorn Mahidol on behalf of the University. 
Graduate Response 
Dr Kirsten Beckendorff, PhD, will speak on behalf of her fellow graduates. 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceedings. 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Fanfare 
The University Council today receives and recognises the students of the University, who have undertaken a full course 
of studies towards degrees, diplomas and certificates. The Chancellor will admit and present testamurs to all those 
who have fully qualified for their awards. All who are awaiting final confirmation will receive commemorative 
certificates and their official testamurs will be forwarded to them upon qualification. 
The Council and their fellow members of the University congratulate and offer their best wishes to the graduands and completing 
students on this special day. 
Honorary Doctor of Science 
Professor Gerard Sutton, 
Vice-Chancellor of the University, 
will present for admission to the degree 
of Doctor of Science honoris causa: 
Her Royal Highness, 
Princess Chulabhorn Mahidol 
FACULTY OF HEALTII AND 
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES 
Bachelor of Science 
Wee Lin Tricia Ang 
Katherine Olivia Barclay 
Rachael Louise Barrell 
Timothy Robert Brennan 
Geoffrey Robert Brockenshire 
Michael Anthony Bugg 
Sonia Bulzomi 
Aaron WiIliam Cashmore 
Ken Catford-Potter 
Deborah Ann Chard 
Jennifer Esther Cohen 
Lisa Jane Colenso 
Nathan Andrew Collins 
Wesley Cuthbert 
Rebecca Elizabeth Davies 
Nicole Jane Davis 
Bonnie Alyse Deaves 
Timothy Jason Earnshaw 
Anouska Maree Edwards 
Ryan Ellmoos 
Melissa Claire Errey 
Sarah Jane Fernando 
Veronica Helen Figtree 
Kylie Jane Fisk 
Jay Reginald Flack 
Melissa Foreshew 
Carly Jane Fowkes 
Renee Louise Freeman 
Rebecca Gallaher 
Anna Rochelle Giles 
Rachelle Sarah Giles 
Juliet Anne Goodman 
Sascha Lee Green 
Caroline Peta Greig 
Michelle Dianne Greville 
Indranil Halder 
Katherine Hay 
Carolyn Ruth Hewitt 
Elizabeth Anne Hogg 
Rene Hoole 
Sandra Robyn Horsley 
Andrew James Hoy 
Anne Louise Jaques 
Charlotte Elizabeth Johnston 
Kristy Anne Jones 
Siama Jabbar Khan 
Louise Kathryn Knight 
Snjezana Kreznovic 
Damianti Monika Lama-Relator 
Shane Lee 
Lilian Octavia Lenggono 
Raelee Locking 
Katrina Joy Lowry 
Fathima Rizna Mahaboob 
Zelinda Maloney 
Joanna Remedios Maniago 
Donna Ann Mathews 
Sarah J oan Maxwell 
Vanessa Louise Mckellar 
Rebecca McPhee 
Sarah Nicole Mullins 
Allison Phyllis Neilsen 
Adrian David O'Neill 
Joanne Catriona Olds 
Julie Paternoster 




Rachel Claire Quinnell 
Michael John Reading 
Tennille Redfern 
Jason Sebastian Ronczka 
Tony Wayne Ryan 
Robyn Janelle Sargent 
Victoria Scibberas 
Kylie Sharon Scott 
Guy Christopher Shrosbree 
Skye Alexandra Terese Sin clair 
Alexandra Sole 
Jodie Elizabeth Spence 
Amanda Joy Starr 
Edwina Stonebridge 
Ingrid Sullivan 
Bronya Megan Tate 
Melissa Ann Thurtell 
Amber Natal Tomlinson 
Gregory Keith Tourle 
Clair Estelle Turner 
Brett William Van Lierop 
Brooke Ann Walker 
James Michael Walsh 
Erica Jane West 
Jeremy Phillip Whyte 
Grant Andrew Wilkinson 
Rebecca Jayne Williams 
Kelly Ann Wilson 
Brendan Michael Worne 
Tetsuya Yamazaki 
Yang Hng Alicia Yeo 
Tracy-Lee Young 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) 
Maretta J oan Andresen 
Sandra Ruth Bucci 
Kim Michelle Curby 
Melissa Susan James 
Jacob Leonard 
Rebecca Rose Miles 
Todd William Mitchell 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class 11 , Division 1) 
(Class I) 
Beata-Anna Peter-Przyborowska (Class 11, Division 1) 
Paula Lesley Robinson (Class I) 
Megan Jane Ross (Class I) 
Gabrielle Russell (Class I) 
Christa Maree Sangster (Class I) 
Shelley Louise Simpson (Class 11, Division 1) 
Nigel Turner (Class I) 
Jeremy Phillip Whyte (Class 11, Division 1) 
Musical Interlude 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE 
Bachelor of Medicinal Chemistry 
Andrew John Hawes 
Bachelor of Science 
Michelle Battam 
Nigel James Bolack 
Julia Rosalind Bouwens 
Dione Gai Buhagiar 
Kerry Ann Bye 
Kwok Ho Cheung 
Michelle Ann Clark 
Adam Bruce Cruickshank 
Katherine Emma Dunn 
Stephen John Franklin 
Lara Jade Fussell 
Naomi Sus an Gaymer 
Amy Louise Gilbert 
Bronwyn Leanne Hazell 
David Ruthven Kalinin 
Neil Joseph Keyzer 
Andrew John Laws 
Kate Lloyd 
Winston Teck Chuen Lo 
Lisa Maree Martin 
Alexandra Anne McCarthy 
Adrian Glen McIntosh 
Gita Naghdi 
Jovanka Naumoska 
Melinda Jaana Nivala 
Nephtalie Pakes 
Anthony Alexander Palermo 
Naomi Pedersen 
Ruth Joanne Power 
Matthew Dermott Reilly 
Jason Frederick Schmidt 
Senthil Raj Selvaraj 
Gal Smanmoo 
Glen James Smart 
Marcel Soltermann 
Alexandra Louise Stengl 
Joshua Bruce Studdert 
Alison Louise Taylor 
Beng Yiem Tham 
Sergio Troncone 
Sarah Victoria Weekes 
Louis Whant 
Michael Brian Wirth 
Masashi Yukitake 
Lisa Ziegert 
Bachelor of Science/Bachelor of Arts 
Jack Hinde 
Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honours) 
Jake Nicholas Matic (Class 11, Division 1) 
Bachelor of Environmental Science (Honours) 
Lindy Jane Brincat 
Larissa Michelle Brisbane 
Alison Sharon Brooks 
Rae Dilli 
Anthony John Dowd 
Melissa Faulks 
Rebecca Lindsey Hubbard 




Geoffrey Douglas Metcalfe 
Megan Elizabeth Pain 
Melinda Pickup 
Carmel Maree Rainbow 
Karin Louise Rutten 
(Class I) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
(Class 11, Division 1) 
Class 11, Division 2) 
(Class 11, Division 2) 
(Class I) 
(Class I) 
(Class II, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
]ennifer Louise Smith 
Benn Robert Wolhuter 
(Class Il, Division 1) 
(Class Il, Division 1) 
Bachelor of Medicinal Chemistry (Honours) 
Clynton Wade Halstead 
Cristan Adrian Herbert 
Elizabeth Anne Lindsay 
]ody Mot'gan 
Teresa Mary Murphy 
Tara Rees 
Cathy Ann Smith 
(Class Il, Division 1) 




(Class Il, Division 1) 
(Class I) 
Bachelor of Medicinal Chemistry 
Advanced (Honours) 




Bachelor of Science (Honours) 
Michael Arnone 
Glen Robert Bann 
Terence Stuart Barratt 
Andrew Franklin 
Jayson Paul Jesus 
Scott Anthony McIlwain 
Nicky Naumcevski 
Alison Eileen Packwood 
Alistair Edward Smyth 
Mark David Solomons 
Banchuen Tarin 
Renee Josephine Thompson 
Michael Stuart Neil Vance 
David Christopher Woods 
(Class Il, Division 1) 
(Class Il, Division 2) 




(Class Il, Division 1) 
(Class Il, Division 1) 
(Class Il, Division 1) 
(Class Il, Division 2) 
(Class I) 
(Class Il, Division 2) 
(Class III) 
(Class Il, Division 2) 
Bachelor of Science Advanced (Honours) 
Benjamin Ronald Ackerman 
Theresa Anne Larkin 
Scott Patrick Leach 
David Andrew Reece 
Julie Elizabeth Wheway 
(Class I) 




Graduate Diploma in Science 
Belinda Linnegar 
Beng Yiem Tham 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Department of Biological Sciences 
David Thomas Humphreys 
Thesis Title: "Clusterin: A Novel Chaperone 
Protein with Purative Cytoprotective 
Properties". 
Department of Biological Sciences/ 
Department of Chemistry 
Kirsten Benkendorff 
Thesis Title: "Bioactive Molluscan Resources 
and their Conservation: Biological and 
Chemical Studies on the Egg Masses of 
Marine Molluscs". 
Department Of Chemistry 
Byung-Chul Kim 
Thesis Title: "The Synthesis and 
Characterisation of Hydrogel and Polypyrrole 
Blends" 
Ian David Norris 
Thesis Title: "Synthesis and Characterisation 
of Chiral Conducting Polymers" 
School of Geosciences 
Brendan Patrick Brooke 
Thesis Title: "Quaternary Stratigraphy and 
the Evolution of Aeolianite on Lord Howe 
Island." 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the program, 
but who are unable to be present at the 
ceremony, will be admitted to the awards for 
which they have qualified. 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG AWARDS CEREMONY 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
9:45am Friday, 17 December 1999 
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall. 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus IgiturJ 
National Anthem 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings. 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor John Patterson, Dean of the Faculty of 
Education. 
Musical Interlude 
"Allegro from String Quartet in F major" by Antonin Dvorak (1841-1904J performed by Monique 
Ziegelaar and 
Yve Repin on violins, Miffy Ryan on viola and Rita Woolhouse on cello. 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Ms Shirley Nixon, a Fellow of this University and 
Member of the University Council. Shirley has had a long career in education and as an 
activist for social reform. She has championed human rights and, especially, the cause of 
women in the workplace. Shlrley is currently the NSW Government's Official Visitor to the 
Mulawa Women's Correctional Centre, the largest of the State's prisons for women, and a 
member of the Institutional Ethics Committee of the NSW Department of Corrective Services. 
Vote of Thanks 
Ms Meredith Cowling, BTeach (Primary) will speak on behalf of the graduates and students. 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceeding. 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires. 
Recessional Fanfare 
The University Council today receives and recognises the students of the University, who have undertaken 
a full course of studies towards degrees, diplomas and certificates. The Chancellor will admit and 
present testamurs to all those who have fully qualified for their awards. All who are awaiting final 
confirmation will receive commemorative certificates and their official testamurs will be forwarded to 
them upon qualification. 
The Council and their fellow members of the University congratulate and offer their best wishes to the 
graduands and completing students on this special day. 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION Primary Matthew John Hyslop Kristen Maree Wilson 
Ingrid Marianne Johnston Rebecca Aimee Wragg 
Leanne Alien GavinJones Kate Elizabeth Wright 
Bachelor of Teaching Amanda Arkapaw Roger Ronald Jut Rebecca Linda Young 
Michael Christopher Arrighi Anita Maree Keem 
Early Childhood Lara Vera Atkins Megan Alice Kohlhardt Musical Interlude 
Coral Leigh Bartlett Timothy James Lassau 
Natalie Janet Britton Jadyn Ann Bates Allison Lavery Bachelor of Education 
Melissa Jane Brooks Caroline Mary Batty Sharyn Maree Lloyd 
Natalie Anne Brown Kate Louise Batty Sharyn Maree Low Physical and Health Education 
Marian Cab or Cheree Kelly Baxter Alexandra Eve Madean 
Michelle Ann Ceccato Melinda Louise Bible Sharon Lee Martin Felix Bachmann 
Johanna Dalton Mark Alexander Bunder Linda Elizabeth McBeath Paraskevy Begetis 
Nicole Darby Patrick John Burke Ruth Elizabeth McCarthy Nerida Jane Blackstone 
Carmel Janet Day Claudia Ruth Campbell Hayley Ann McDougall Peter James Bond 
Michelle Louise Dutton Julia Ann Canova Craig Anthony McGrath Paula Maree Brennan 
Elizabeth Eakin Garnet Lyndon Carpenter Corinne McManus Kim Maree Brown 
Joanne Victoria Ellerman Debra Frances Chappel Christopher John Monaghan Nicole Buchanan 
Jennifer Ann May Elliott Brooke Lesley Charlton Alexia Moncrieff-Hill Paul Carson 
Emma Elizabeth Ferry Nazneen Chinoy Anna Louise Murphy Silvan Chafiie 
Rachel Iris Marie Filan Barbara Edith Clegg Kate Bettina Murphy Laila Jennifer Corner 
Kristy Garrad Ninetta Colecchia Kristy Marie Nelson Jody Ann Cooke 
Kalliope Kylie Gerakiteys Taryn Margaret Conway Barry Niall O'Connor Alana Suzanne Craft 
Sarah Jane Gosek Meredith Rosanne Cowling Dianne Mary Ozolins Paula Ann Danckert 
Lorrae Ann Grant Jacqueline Anne Cram Belinda Lea Peny Michelle Lisa Dare 
Kelly-Nicola Hawkins Nicole Rene Cullen Joyce Elizabeth Phillips Adrian Richmond Deck 
Kristen Yvette Hill Paul Curtinsmith Vanessa Michelle Pike-Russell Meagan Jane Dickinson 
Amelia Jane Hopper Helen Dalakakis Emma Louise Pittman Debbie Patricia Dryland 
Sophia Hronopoulos Belinda Renee Dawson Vanessa Lee Pring Matthew Paul Edghill 
Alison Suzanne Ingrey Charmaine Marie De Marco Stephanie Joy Pringle Lisa Ellick 
Vanessa Gai Johnson Caroline Dell Sheree Pupovac Scott David Frazier 
Emma Jane Kelsey Brendan Thomas Dickinson Beth Jeanette Reading Camilla J ane Gallaher 
Margaret Kingston-Pousini Michael Dill Melina Joy Sangster Darren Mark Gardiner 
Sian Morris Najah EI-Biza Charne Maree Scott Skye Alexandra Halliday 
Shawna Suzette Murray John Peter Ellerington Danielle Louise Senior Paul John Harris 
Anna Nastovska Emma-Jane Ellis Christina Elena Siokos Danae Lauren Howard 
Stacey Lee O'Sullivan Stephen Patrick Emmett Leonie Smith Paul Hughes 
Justine Maree Pass Michelle Rae Farrugia Sarah Anne Smith Natalie Maree Hunt 
Natalie Fiona Pearce Kym Maree Ferrario Christina Mary Sperring Gregory John Kane 
Charise Tara Poulton Amy Fowler Helen Stamateas Nenad Kelava 
Alison Rebecca Reid Karla Louise French Ellen Margaret Starling Timothy Robin Knowles 
Astrid Lee Sayers John Eric Stafford Good Audrey Naomi Starzynski Belinda Jane Laverance 
Angela Kim Simpson Concetta Gotlieb Caroline Stevens Nicole Elizabeth Lawler 
Renee Sinosich Deborah Joanne Greenup Nicola Margaret Tasker Kristie Preiaulx Lesmond 
Jane Elizabeth Taylor Madeline Veronica Haas Amanda Julie Taylor Paul Matthew Macpherson 
Sara Dawn Thomas Karen Hamilton Gillian Kate Taylor Timothy James Manuel 
Tiffany Ann Tree Vaani Hamlyn-Aspden Louise Ann Thiering Rachel Maree Martin 
Nara Upenieks LeAnn Hanson Jennifer Margaret Thorne Bradley Ian McAllister 
Karen Ellen Waterman Renae Justine Harman Emma Louise Tubman Elizabeth Rosemary McKinnon 
Penny Lee Watkins Michelle Margaret Heffernan Michelle Maree Turner Darren Andrew McWlliams 
Jane Emily Hewitt Ryan James Tyler Brad Mitchell 
Karlene Hiatt Ngoc Sang Vo Kim Louise Mitchell 
Steven Hooke Susan Vujic Renae Danielle Moffitt 
Tania Olivia Hopkins Angela Louise Warburton Wayne Raymond Mooney 
Jane Sarah Houweling Judith Anne Wemyss Kate Ellen Parkinson 
Todd Richardson 
Amy Josephine Robinson 
Allana June Rose 
Katie Rosewell 
Sandra Elizabeth Scott 
Michelle Scully 
Natalie Georgette Sheehan 
Guy Christopher Shrosbree 
John Martin Skalij 
Penny Anne So 
Andrew David Strode 
Sarah Jane Thomas 
Jamie Steven Turner 
Nathan John Vickery 
Primary 
Melanie Gai Bowden 
Patrick Burke 
Nicole Louise Carey 
Ashleigh Louise Cook 
Ruth Esther Cooper 
Stuart Craig Cooper 
Helen Dalakakis 
Melissa Deuis-Mather 
Julie Ann Dorans 
Fergus Edwards 
Amy Fowler 
Catherine Jane Gallagher 
Alison Jane Gordon 
Jocelyn Louise Hall 
Claire Hargreaves 
Nadine Ruth Harwood 
Douglas John Hickey 
Katie Anne Hodgson 
Lana Jane Kaschella 
Timothy James Lassau 
Romina Maione 
Phillip Matthew Maitland 
Alexandra Simone McCarthy 
Leanne Gai Meurant 
Charlie Muscat 
Megan Elizabeth Napper 
Bradley Robert Nicholson 
Katherine Helen Perry 
Vanessa Michelle Pike-Russell 
Louise Mary Powell 
Sharon Puckridge 
Mia Wendy Pudya 
Sheree Pupovac 
David Scott Roberts 
Nicole Anne Scarfe 
Danielle Jane Scott 
Paul Kenneth Smith 
Caroline Stevens 
Nicola Margaret Tasker 
Paul Daniel Tindall 
David William Unicomb 
Jennifer Lyn Watkinson 
Belinda Jane Watmough 
Katie Therese Wilkinson 
Helen Williams 
Bachelor of Education Honours 
Physical and Health Education 
Paul William Burns (Class I) 
Joshua Angus Hewitt (Class I) 
Daniel William Inness (Class II, Division 1) 
Lyndsey Jane (Class I) 
Gabrielle Holly O'Flynn (Class I) 
Ryan John Park (Class I) 
Timothy James Porter (Class I) 
Primary 
Nigel Alan Haynes (Class II, Division 1) 
Lisa Katrina Kervin Hynoski (Class I) 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the program, but 
who are unable to be present at the ceremony, will 
be admitted to the awards for which they have 
qualified. 
UNIVERSITY OF WOLLONGONG AWARDS CEREMONY 
FACULlY OF CREATIVE ARTS / FACULlY OF EDUCATION 
2:30pm Friday, 17 December 1999 
ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS 
The Procession 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession enters the University Hall 
Processional Music 
Traditional Anthem (Gaudeamus Igitur) 
National Anthem 
Welcome 
The Chancellor, Mr Michael H Codd, AC BEc(Hons) Adel 
will open the proceedings 
Presentation of Awards 
Candidates will be presented to the Chancellor by Professor Sharon Bell, Dean of the Faculty of Creative 
Arts and Professor John Patterson, Dean of the Faculty of Education . 
Musical Interlude 
''Bordell, 1900" by Astor Piazzola 0921-1992) performed by Amber Elliot on flute & Scott Borg on guitar. 
Presentation of Awards (continued) 
Occasional Address 
The Occasional Address will be delivered by Mr Peter O'Neill, Director, Wollongong City Gallery. Mr 
O'Neill has worked extensively as a curator and gallery director and has been active in the development 
and management of professional and cultural organisations. 
Vote of Thanks 
Mr James Beach, BCA, will speak on behalf of his fellow graduates . 
Conclusion 
The Chancellor will close the proceeding 
The Assembly is invited to stand as the Academic Procession retires 
Recessional Fanfare 
The University Council today receives and recognises the students of the University, who have 
undertaken a full course of studies towards degrees, diplomas and certificates. The Chancellor will 
admit and present testamurs to all those who have fully qualified for their awards. All who are 
awaiting final confirmation will receive commemorative certificates and their official testamurs will be 
forwarded to them upon qualification. 
The Council and their fellow members of the University congratulate and offer their best wishes to the 
graduands and completing students on this special day. 
FACULTY OF CREATIVE ARTS 
Bachelor of Creative Arts 
Sandra Lorraine Barker 
Natalie Sophia Bazun 
James Arthur Kemp Beach 
Erin Tennille Bradley 
Karen Ka-Yen Chan 
Kylie Chapman 
Ruth Corbett-Jones 
Katrina Michelle Cramer 
Trent Denham 
Peter Hans Herbert Erdmann 
Naomi Estelle Fryer 
Andrew Nathan Garrod 
Gabrielle Gibson-Cristante 
Louise Marie Hampshire 
Natalie Ann Hankinson 
Rebecca Lea Harding 
Hugh Campbell Hassey 
Jarrod Stuart Hepburn 
Fiona Jane Hewson 
Tzu-Yuan Hsu 
Brett Maurice Hunt 
Tatsuki Katsuhara 
Jeong Gyeong Kim 
Chia-Yu Kuo 
Deborah Ellen Leake 
Chan-Ok Lee 
Hye Kyung Lee 
Andrew John Leonard 
Erica Bronwyn Lewis 






Sarah Linzie Moss 
Daniel David O'Connell 
Erin Kathleen O'Connor 
Aimee Michelle Osborne 
Fiona Jane Passmore 
Jane Pertot 
Kathryn Elizabeth Saunders 
Mi-Young Seo 
David Andrew Sutton 
Akira Torio 
Michael David Trafford 
Michelle Van der Water 
Gavin John Willadsen 
Wen-Yueh Tom Yu 
Mary Therese Scotland 
Yan Zhang 
Bachelor of Creative Arts, Bachelor of Arts 
Amanda Louise Cachia 
Stephen Kingsley Foxe 
Ben M. Kerslake 
Bachelor of Creative Arts, 
Bachelor of Commerce 
Elissa Therese Howes 
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Honours) 
Sarah Jane Attfield 
Stephen Donald Gard 
Rebecca Walker 
Katherine Jane Willmott 
Graduate Certificate in 
MulticulturalJournalism 
Marit Andersen 
Master of Creative Arts 
Ernie Blackmore 
Trevor David Creighton 
Catherine Ann Harrington 
Fiona Emily Livingstone 
Jennifer Ann Thompson 
Christine Helen Wyatt 
Master of Journalism 
Ahamed Nazvi Careem 
Wing Yan Betty Chan 
Yuk Kwan Cheng 
Wing Kong David Cheung 
Man Sang Fung 
Gerard Anthony Gleeson 
Wai Keung Dick Hui 
Hing Keung Hung 
Man Ting Hung 
Kai Wing Ip 
Eungsoo Kim 
Zorana Kostich 
Lai Mui Law 
Yuk Yeu Lai 
Chryssie Ourania Alethea Mouhtouris 
Wai-han Sin 
Yin Yee Tang 
Kim Fung Raymond To 
Shun Kwan Samantha Tong 
Alison Elizabeth Turner 
Shirley Shuk Ling Woo 
Chee Ying Yuen 
Aukje Marina Zuidema 
Honours Master of Arts 
Valerie Anne Kirk-Harkin 
Jaw-Yu Liaw 
Lena Ziegert 
Doctor of Creative Arts 
Roger Frampton 
Thesis Title: "The View From Within: 
Co-relations Between My Composition 
and Improvisation" 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Graduate School of Journalism 
Neryl Joy East 
Thesis Title: "Aggregation and Regional Television." 
FACULTY OF EDUCATION 
Graduate Certificate in Adult 
Career Development 
Evelyn Isa Smith 
Graduate Certificate in Computer 
Based Learning 
Graham David Iversen 
Timothy AlIen Miles 
Mei Zhao 
Graduate Certificate in Literacy 
Lynne Dent 
Graduate Certificate in Special Education 
Susan Jane Davis 
Graduate Certificate in TESOL 
John Gajarski 
Vidya Puranik 
Graduate Diploma in Adult Education 
and Training 
Sabine von der Burg 
Elisabeth Anne Long 
David Edwin Reynolds 
Graduate Diploma in Education 
Pamela Andrea Acosta 
Nthabiseng Helen Agland 
David James Ashton 
Bruce Norman Barker 
Nichole Beery 
Adrian Robert Bell 
Katrina Maree Bennett 
Melanie Catherine Berry 
Simona Binucci 
Elisa Ann Blackmore 
Nadia Joy Blundell 
Sonja Louise Broadbent 
Denise Sandy Brown 
Matthew Bull 
Lynette Frances Burt 
Samantha Lee Burton 
Elizabeth Anne Byers 
Timothy Daniel Cartwright 
Antonietta Monica Casoria 
Matthew Jason Clark 
Melissa Nicole Connor 
Anthony Corolla 
Neridah Gai Davies 
Kathryn Dixon 
Matthew James Doran 
Kerry Anne Dunn 
Heather Jean Eligh 
Tricia Enders 
Sally Ann Evans 
Craig Andrew Fardouly 
Gregory Peter Farmer 
Geoffrey Gordon Fleming 
Christopher Andrew Forrest 
Courtney Allison Fray 
Kim Dianne Geissler 
Danielle Paige Girard 
Risha Wake Golby 
Jordana Jill Goldberg 
John Haight 
Ashley Owen Hale 
Ian Stuart Hamilton 
Lynn Maree Harvey 
Cameron Barry Hollands 
Steven James Holz 
Sarah Peta Hotten 
Anne-Marie Margaret Hurley 
Bradley Douglas James 
Phavanni'U Kavaliku 
Tina Jane Kellow 
Cheryl Leigh Kilpatrick 
Trevor Robert Knowlton 
Kaoru Kudo 
Debora Jane Kunz 
Suzanne Lea Latham 
Jacqueline Louise Lee 
Emma Jane Leitch 
Mi-Hyun Lim 
Anne Livette-Vial 
Pina Elisabetta Lizzio 
Rosalind Patricia Loane 
Sally Ann Lonard 
Peta Noelene Maclean 
Stephen Asher Mansfield 
Justine Louise Maroney 
Maria Angela Martinez 
Mark Steven Marychurch 
Julie Ann McCallum 
Jennifer Leanne McKay 
Jesslene McKenzie 
Terry James McKinnon 
Rachel Rita McLean 
Carolyn Louise Menzies 
Scott Eric Mercer 
Paul Christopher Midghall 
Fiona Skye Moffatt 
Anthony Norman Moore 
Jacob Michael Edward Moskal 
Berenice Anne Murphy 
Toni Patrida Murphy 
Danielle Nash 
Paula Valeria Nash 
Megan Clare Nelson 
Elaine Newby 
Susan Marilyn O'Flynn 
Denise Lavada Ordowich 
Elouise Sharman Peach 
Gary Perez 
Andrew Frands Pigram 
Tarryn Leigh Potter 
Matthew Jason Purser 
Julia Anne Elvira Ray 
Theodore Jason Raytrowsky 
Nadine Lee Reardon 
Janette Ann Roberts 
William Christopher Roberts 
Amy Louise Robinson 
Linda Sandford 
Maria Michele Schettino 
Natalya Joy Shinn 
Edwina Smith 
Todd Clayton Southcombe 
Robert David Spreitzer 
Michael Edward Stone 
Caroline Louise Sundquist 
Simon Matthew Swift 
Rebecca Kathryn Taafe 
Kim-Maree Tate 
Denise Daniela Templeman 
Dennis Clive Terrill 
Julianne Thompson 
Julie Elizabeth Thorby-Davies 
Maria Bernadette Tonge 
Karen Totman 
Catherine Anne Toutounji 
Dennis Edward Tuohy 
David Anthony Turner 
Noelene Anne Ulrick 
Dominic Joseph A Ursino 
Maria Vassiliou 
Hannah Nhung Vo 
Anjeni Wagner 
Paula Walker 
Sophie Shu-Huei Wang 
Linda June Weekes 
Joanne Margaret Wilms 
Kimberly Wise 
Candace Anne WiwCharyk 
Michelle Woo 
Paul John Woollard 
Raechelle Yvette Worsley 
Jennifer Ann Yeomans 
Nancy Young 
Graduate Diploma in TESOL 
Rosemary Catherine Alger 
Penny Victoria Bolton-Galbraith 
Mark Anthony Gray 
Janice May Kemper 
Terrie Lynn 
Azusa Sakai 
Russell Keith Williams 
Bruce John Willott 
Master of Education 
Lionel Rathnasekara Bandara 
Janine Maree Boyd 
Step hen Richard Boyd 
Robyn Lynette Bradley 
Rosa Jacoba Burns 
Tracey Davidson Burns-McClintock 
Eva Mary Dillon-Smith 
Pemarathna Abeyrathn Don Artigalage 
Anthony John Elshof 
Margaret Rose Essex 
Sharyn Lee Ferguson 
Claire Margaret Forbes 
Damon John Ford 
Sudharma Rohini Gajadeera 
Gaynor Eileen Ann Haynes 
Lalitha Wijesinghe Hettiachi 
Asie Lalitha Hettiarachchige Done 
Step hen Grant Hicks 
James David Hyre 
Luke Martin Jones 
Paul Frands McLaren 
Maree Ann Lynch 
Claire Elizabeth Manning 
lan Peter Mobberley 
Peter James Morgan 
Muriel Grace Murada 
Ulaganathar Navaratnam 
Anne Marie Phelan 
Tracy Ann Taylor 
D'Arcy William Watson 
Adam David Westwood 
James Murray Wieland 
Robin Frandne Willadsen-Lancien 
Catherine Elizabeth Wynn 
Honours Master of Education 
Marcus Anthony Caton 
Kari Hanet 
Grahame Ramsay 
Doctor of Philosophy 
Lisette Burrows 
Thesis Title: "Developmental Discourses 
in School Physical Education". 
CONFERRAL IN ABSENTIA 
Those whose names appear in the 
program, but who are unable to be 
present at the ceremony, will be 
admitted to the awards for which 
they have qualified. 
::Deffreej conferred blj lhe Univerjiflj Council 
since the October 1999 Graduation Ceremonies 
Graduate Diploma in TESOL 
james David Hyre 
Honours Master if Education 
Grahame MacGregor Ramsay 
Honours Master if Engineering 
Rqjagopalan Lakshmi Narayanan 
Preecha Sangassapaviriya 
Honours Master if Nursing 
Louise Cortis-jones 
Honours Master if Science 
Sameer Mani Dixit 









Iwayan Redana 1/ 
~ 
JJonorar'J graduates 
1976 DSc Professor Charles A M Gray (dec'd), Hon JMN, BSc ME syd, Hon DSc UNSW, CEng 
FIMechE, MICE, MlE Aust, FIE (Malaysia), Emeritus Pnifessor University of 
Malaya. 
DSc Emeritus Professor Sir Rupert H Myers, KBE, AO, FAA, FTSE, MSc, phD, Hon DSc, Hon 
LLD Strat/t, Hon DEng N'c!t; Hon DLitt NSW, FIMMA, FRACI, FAuslMM, 
FAlM, FAlCD, Hon FIEAust 
DSc David Edwin Parry, BE syd, MlE Aust, MAus I.M.M 
DSc Sir RobertWebster (dec'd), CMG, CBE,MC Hon DSc NS W, FASA 
1977 DLitt Edgar Beale (dec'd) 
1978 DSc Sir lan Munro McLennan, KBE, CBE, BEE Melb, Hon DEng Melb and N'cle (NSW) 
1980 DLitt WaIter Pike, BA Exe, MA DipPA Lond, DipEd Camb, FACE 
1981 DLitt Lindsay Michael Birt, AO, CBE, BAgrSc BSc phD Melb, DPhil 04 Hon LLD shqt Hon DSc 
NSW and Qlcl FTS, Hon DUni C.Sturt 
1984 DLitt Sir Richard Kirby, LLB syd 
1985 DSc Thistle Y olette Stead 
DLitt Sir Roden Cutler, VC, KCMG, KCVO, CBE, KSt], BEc sycl Hon LLD syd, Hon DSc NSW 
and Newcastle (NSW), Hon DLitt NE, Hon FCA 
DCA John Henry Antill (dec'd), OBE, CMG 
MA Luigi Strano 
(Hons) 
1988 DSc Howard Knox Worner, CBE, DSc DEng Melb, Hon DSc Newcastle (NSW), Hon DSc La 
Trobe, ABSM, CEng, FAA, FTS, Hon MAuslMM, Hon FIEAust, FRACI, Hon 
FAlE, FIM, FIMM, MAlME 
DSc Daniel Tague, DipElec/Mech Eng, CEng 
1989 DLitt Brian Somerville Gillett, BA DipEd sycl ACES 
















The Rt Honourable Michael Thomas Somare, pc, CH 
The Honourable Edward Gough whitlam, AC, QC, BA LLB Syd 
Allan ROY Sifton (deca) 
Franco Belgiorno-Nettis, CBE AM, BSc Turin 
The Honourable Robert Marsden Hope,AC CMG LLB Syd QC 
Geqffrey Sawer (deca), BA LLM Me/b 
}oseph Mark Gani, BSc Lond phD ANU, DSc Lond 
DSc Brian Thorley Loton, AC, BMetE Me!b, FIEAust, MAusIMM MAIME, FAIM 





prcifessor Roger Robert woodward, AC, OM (Po I.), OBE, D.Mus( Hon) Syd D.Litt( Hon ) 
NE,LI.D(Hon) A!ta, Staz.Ch.Nat.Ak.Mus. Warsaw, Cz.K(TiFC) Warsaw, 
DSCM,GSTC 
Emeritus prcifessor Raymond Chambers, AO, BEc DScEcon HonDSc Newcastle (NS W)) 
FCPA, FASSA, Hon LLD Deakin 
The Most Reverend Richard Henry Goodhew, ThL A ustCo!!Theot MA (Hons) Wgong 
The Honourable} ustice} ane Mathews, LLB Syd 
LLD Patricia}une O'Shane,LLB,LLM (Syd) AM. 
DSc Guy Kendall White, MSC (Syd), D1?hil( aw, FlnstP, FAIP FAA. 
DLitt Prcifessor Dorothy L M}ones, MA NZ and Adet BLitt aif DLitt 
DLitt Prcifessor Kenneth R McKinnon, AUA Adet BA BEd Qld EdD Harv, D.Litt Hon. Wgong; 
D.Litt Hon.NSW, D.Litt Hon Deakln, D. Univ.Hon.jCU, FACE 
DSc John Stocker, MBBS, phD Me!b 
DCA Herbert Flugelman 
DLitt The Honourable Barry Owen}ones AO, MA, LLB Me/b, DLitt UT5, DSc Macq, DUniv 
S. Cross, FAA, FAHA, FTSE, FRSA Lond FANZAAS 
LLD The Honourable John Halden W ootton, AC, QC, BA LLB Syd 
DCA Arthur Meric Bloomfield Boyd (deca) 
DLitt Meri~n Frances Fox,AM BFd SturtCAE 
DSc Richard Merle Lambrecht, BS aregan, phD Nebraska 
DCA Richard Leo Tognetti 
DCA Guy W ilkie Warren 
1999 DLitt 
DLitt 
Francis Daniel Hayes 
Bruce Gordon 
I:meriluJ pro/eJJJorJ 
1978 Austin Keane (deca), MSc SydphD NSW, DSc 
1981 Kenneth Alan Blakey, BA NZ, MSc Lond BCom Me!1;, DPhil aif 
1985 Geqffrey Brinson, MSc Me!1;, phD ShqJ,MA(Hons) GradDip Wgong 
1986 
1988 
R Barry Leal, AM, Officer des Palmes Acaddmiques French GOY!, Hon D.Litt usq MA DipEd Syd phD 
Qld BDMC.D 
Brian H Smith, BE phD Adet MIEE, FIEAust 







Ian William chubb, MSc DPhil aif 
} Lauchlan Carter Chipman, MA LLB Me/I;, BPhil, DPhil aif Dip TertiaryEd NE 
lames S Hagan, BA DipEd Syd phD ANU 
Barry Conygham, MA (Hons ) Syd DMus Me!b 
Helen Garnett 
Kenneth R McKinnon, AUA Adet BA BEd Qld EdD Harv, D.Litt Hon. Wgong; D.Litt Hon 
NSW, D.Litt Hon Deakin, D. Univ.Hon. (jCU), FACE 
Hugh Bradlow (Eng) Cape 1; DPhil axon) FTS, MIEEE 
Murray WilsonMA NZ, MA Wis; phD Me!b 
lames Edward Falk, BSc phD Monash 
John Goldring. BA LLB Syd LLM Cot Barrister NSW, Barrister and Solicitor ACT andPNG 
Peter Arnold, BE phD NS W, DSc, FTSE, FIEAust, CPEng 
1999 William}ohn Lovegrove, BA phD Qld MAPsS 




Francis Neville Arkell (dec'd) 
Ethel Hoskins Hay ton (dec'd) 
Hon. Lawrence B. Kel~ AM 
Mervyn Francis Xavier Nixon (dec'd) 
John Forrest Haymen Clark, AM, BMechE Me/4 FIEAust 
Burton Challice Moldrich, BA C94 Dip Tertiary Ed NE 
Robert John Butler Pearson, (dec'd) AM, FIM, AMTC MAusIMM, FIMMA, FAlM 
John Frederick Bell 
Colin Denley 
Gerald Anthony Freed, BSc Mant; MIBME, BSc(Hons) Mant; FAlM C.Eng SMIE( Aust) 
WinifredJoyce Mitchell, BA MA N£ phD NSW 






Jiffem Bonacina, OAM 
Giulia Bonacina, BEM 
Herbert Flugelman 
Ferdinando Lelli 
Des Davis, BA sydMA Newcastle (NSW) 
Harold Hanson, AM 
Raymond E Heslehurst, BD Lond ThL MTh Austcollrheol 
James Barry Kel~,FAIM 
Edward Waiter Tobin 
cornelius Harris Martin, AO (dec'd) 
Noel Gordon Diffey, BBus Riv 
Dr Sultan A~, MBBS, Karach£ BSc Put!fab 
Peter George Kell 
Ronald W illiam 'John Robinson J ames, ( dec'd) AM MBE (syd) 
John charles Steinke, BA MA Calf 
Robert W11liam uEfold, BEME phD NSW, ASTC 
CEng, CPeng, FIEAust, MIMech,AMAusIMM 







Waiter W ilson J ervis 
Jeremy Kitson Ellis, BA Oif 
Vincent J Cincotta, BS Ed/Mod Lang Fordham, MA It Lit Columbi~ NDEA 
Dip Appl Ling C Conn S C DML It/Sp Grad Lang Schs MiddlebUl), 
David Campbell 
Mavis Miller, BA, MStudFr /It 
Graham Parker 
Winifred Li~ ward, AM, BA (Hons) phD 
RonaldJames Broaijoot BSc ANlf., DipEd UNW, Bed MEd UnE, phD syd 
Paul EdwardJeans, BE (Mech) UNSW, FIE Ausf., FAusIMM 
Patricia Mowbray 
Shirley Nixon, BA (Hons) Wgong; GradDipEqSocAdm NSW 
Ian McMaster, BE(Met) Mel4 ME Newcastle (NSW) 
George Maltby, BA syd 
Kenneth Eardley Baumber, BSc St.And 
J une Llewel~n Hope 
Beverley Ann Lawson (dec'd) AP M, ASSOCDip Admin 
Rod Oxley, BBus, ASSDipLocGvt, FCPA, FAlM, FIMM 
Robert Duncan Somervaille AO, LLB syd 
Kevin Edward Turnbull, BA, DipTertiaryEd N£ DipEd 
Nancy Una Reynolds OAM 
Winifred Bull6t Smith OAM 
DavidJohn WatersOAM 
Stephen EdwardJohn Andersen MB, BS syd BSc MBA 
Keith WilliamPhippsOAM,BA DipEd 
John Neville shipp, BA DipEdMacq, DipArchivAdmin NSW,AALIA 
Keith phillip Tognetti BE, MEngSc NS W, phD 
Alex Whitworth BA (Hons ) Me/b, MBA NSW 
Peter George Wood, BSc DipEd syd 
Welcome to the Yniverdi!1j 0/ Wo!/ong-ong-
---4!umni Communi!1j 
Congratulations on the succesiful completion of your studies. Graduation marks 
the conclusion of one stage of your association with the university of Wollongong 
and the commencement of what will hopifully be a lifelong relationship through 
the Alumni Association. 
Membership of the Alumni Association is automatic upon graduation. You are 
now an alumnus - a Latin word meaning jDrmer student". 
As a member of the University's national and international alumni community, 
you are encouraged to maintain active and ongoing links with other Wollongong 
graduates and the university through a range of professional, lifelong learning 
and networking activities. 
As long as you keep the Alumni Office informed of your contact details, the 
University will send you two graduate magazines annually. The Outlook magazine 
provides graduates with i'!formation on the University's growth, news on graduates 
and itiformation on alumni activities in Australia and overseas. 
The Alumni Association aims to provide graduates with professional development 
opportunities through the organisation ofbusiness-oriented learning and social 
activities. Lifelong learning and networking for career enhancement are two of 
the opportunities you will have as a member of the University of Wollongong 
Alumni Association. 
For further itiformation, browse the Alumni website at http://www.uow.edu.au/ 
alumni 




Tel (02) 42213169 
Fax (02) 42214809 
International: 612 + the number 
Email: alumni@uow.edu.au 
Univerjit'j 0/ Wo!/ontjontj A!umni Ajjociation 
Surname: Given Name(s): Title: 
Current Mailing Address: Tel: ( 
___ ___ _______ ____ _ State: Pcode: _ _ __ _ 
Reserve Address: 
State: Pcode: _ ___ _ 
Full name at graduation (if different from above) 
Student Number (if known): Date of Birth: ____ ___ _ Gender: OM OF 
Degree(s) awarded: ______ ____ ____ _______ Graduation Dates: ____ ____ _ 
Current Occupation: Job Title: _ ___ ____ ___ _ 
Employer's Name: ___ ___ ____ ___ ____ __ Tel: ( 
Employer's Address: 
Chapter Groups: Please indicate below if you wish to be a member of one or more 
existing Chapters (currently these are Campus, Commerce, Engineering, Education, 
Shoalhaven and Science), or if you would be interested in any others as they form: 
State: _ _ __ _ P /code: _ ___ _ 
Payment: Cheque or postal money order, payable to: o Charge this amount to my: _ _____ ____ _ 
The University of Wollongong Alumni Association Inc (Bankcard, Master/Visa Card) 
Card Number: 
o $25 annual member (valid to 31/12/00) or Expiry Date: 
Signed: 
Date: 
o $95 five year member (valid to 31/12/2004) 
Note: Former staff wishing to join the Association as Financial 
Members may use this form and are asked to supply additional 
information as folLows: Date of employment department/units 
in which employed and job title(s). 
Alumni Office University of Wollongong 
NSW 2522 Australia 
lel: (02) 42213169 or 42213249 Fax: (02) 42213233 
(International): 61 2+) 
_ ____ _____ ____ _____ ____ _____ _________ ___ email: alumni@uow.edu.au 

